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A magical novel, based on a Japanese folk tale, that imagines how the life of a broken-hearted man is
transformed when he rescues an injured white crane that has landed in his backyard.

George Duncan is an American living and working in London.  At forty-eight, he owns a small print shop, is
divorced, and lonelier than he realizes.  All of the women with whom he has relationships eventually leave
him for being too nice.  But one night he is woken by an astonishing sound—a terrific keening, which is
coming from somewhere in his garden.  When he investigates he finds a great white crane, a bird taller than
even himself.  It has been shot through the wing with an arrow.  Moved more than he can say, George
struggles to take out the arrow from the bird's wing, saving its life before it flies away into the night sky.

The next morning, a shaken George tries to go about his daily life, retreating to the back of his store and
making cuttings from discarded books—a harmless, personal hobby—when through the front door of the
shop a woman walks in.  Her name is Kumiko, and she asks George to help her with her own artwork. 
George is dumbstruck by her beauty and her enigmatic nature, and begins to fall desperately in love with
her.   She seems to hold the potential to change his entire life, if he could only get her to reveal the secret of
who she is and why she has brought her artwork to him.

Witty, magical, and romantic, The Crane Wife is a story of passion and sacrifice, that resonates on the level
of dream and myth.  It is a novel that celebrates the creative imagination, and the disruptive power of love.
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From reader reviews:

Theodore May:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone on
everywhere. The information can be a understanding or any news even an issue. What people must be
consider whenever those information which is within the former life are hard to be find than now could be
taking seriously which one is suitable to believe or which one often the resource are convinced. If you find
the unstable resource then you get it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen in you if you take The Crane Wife as your daily resource information.

Joshua Matthews:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to get information. The information will make
someone to understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information better
to share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon.
You can observe that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. The actual book that
recommended to you personally is The Crane Wife this book consist a lot of the information of the condition
of this world now. This kind of book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The terminology
styles that writer require to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some analysis when
he makes this book. That is why this book suited all of you.

Leesa Banta:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside having friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by examining a book.
Ugh, do you consider reading a book can really hard because you have to accept the book everywhere? It
okay you can have the e-book, having everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like The Crane Wife which
is having the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's see.

Joe Timmons:

That publication can make you to feel relax. This specific book The Crane Wife was vibrant and of course
has pictures on the website. As we know that book The Crane Wife has many kinds or genre. Start from kids
until young adults. For example Naruto or Investigation company Conan you can read and believe that you
are the character on there. So , not at all of book are make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun
and chill out. Try to choose the best book in your case and try to like reading this.
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